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About This Game

Destroy the cubes before they constrict to crush you in this 3D and VR capable casual puzzler. Designed with Virtual Reality in
mind, but VR is not a requirement. It can be controlled with a Mouse, Gamepad, or using the Vive Motion Controllers. All

modes support a 3D match-3 style puzzle experience where the cubes will constrict on you over time. A ping pong style game
mode is also supported for those with Motion Controllers.
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Title: Constricting Cubes
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
D.W.S.
Publisher:
D.W.S.
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-Bit OS Required, Windows Vista 64 Bit or Newer

Processor: Dual Core Processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DX11 GPU with 1GB VRAM: NVidia GTX 460/ AMD Radeon 5850

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 600 MB available space

English,French,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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An excellent character to have in the game and on your team. He can heal the entire team with one move. He does really big
healing when the time needs it. He is alright in combat and does enough damage to hold his weight. He can go to rank 15 which
is great if your trying to get all the achievements for this game. He is a great member to have on the team and in the game so I
highly recommend getting this downloadable character with the base game.. A nice bit of fun if you are looking for a click
through puzzle adventure. Looking forward to the next one. I only finished KQ5 yet but i feel the need to write something down
here. These games were available in more languages than one but somehow they won`t support anything but english. Activision
created a shameless port here just using the worst settings of DOSbox to bring these games to modern systems. No work was put
into this and therefore doesn`t deserve any credit.. should have dedicated servers
shady bussines activities by devs. dont install.. A addictive casual game that had me playing it straight until the end, luckily it
wasn't a very long game, but still for the price its actually pretty good. :). Better than F1 2015
11\/10. This game is pretty great. It does tower-defense well, all the while adding 3-d "map". People are complaining that the
controls are somewhat odd and no denying they are but you eventually get used to it and doesn't end up being too much of a
bother. If you're a fan of the TD genre and are into trying out new stuff, this is the game for you.
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this game is pretty bad, it plays and looks like a bottom of the barrel app game. there's almost no animation to speak of, its
basically just still images. i got this game in a bundle and i wouldn't even recommend it if it was free..
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04c\u6df7\u3056\u3063\u305fDLC. Good game tho, but how to enable the songs name on the song selection screen. As far as I
can tell, a wholesale dump of the original 2002 release; not a port. Will not properly recognize contemporary hardware (e.g.
controllers). Will not run properly on contemporary operating systems. Had to stare down an inescapable blank screen for five
minutes and reboot my computer just to write this review.. An old isometric RPG involving a society built around a special type
of magic known as "shaping", which allows the practitioner to create and alter living beings.. I got this on sale. Glad I didn't pay
full price. Game starts off really nice with a nice story book intro. Then you're stuck with a stationary wave shooter.

That wouldn't be so bad if it were semi-interesting, but the enemy types are pretty uninspired. They just walk slowly towards
you. The aiming seems odd too with a targeting reticle always in the distance. Throwing a grendate is also very weird.

Just a very bland game overall. There's so many wave shooters and this one is just average to below average honestly.

I played this with Oculus Rift and Touch contollers do work.

Rating 4\/10 bleh. Awesome trippy visuals, an extremely appreciable respect for the kinetic feeling of the space conveyed
through physics.. Fun for 30 seconds
. For this genre of dollar horror it does well. I go with an hour per dollar and this game hits that goal at about an hour. Dont
expect the world and you will enjoy it.. This is how you do a sequel.
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